UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Degree Candidates and/or Graduates for Term 202250
State of New Hampshire

NH-Strafford County

Barrington
Erin Kathleen Boodey (MED)
Madison Abigail Cooper (BA)
Elvis Demirovic (BS)
Zachary Joseph DiCicco (BSCS)
Jeremy Joseph Harvey (BSCIVE)
Madelyn Isabel Hookway (BS)
Maclane Lucien Jennison (MED)
Karleigh Michelle Joniec (BS)
Audrey Pauline Kenison (BA)
Emma Lee Kenneson (MBA)
Elaine Marhefka (PHD)
Cora Madeline Salzano (BS)

Cum Laude

Brentwood
Hadleigh Forth Weber (MED)

Dover
Anna Therese Arnold (BA)
Jaron Daniel Arnold (MED)
David Anthony Beauregard (BS)
Debarpan Bhowmick (MS)
William Rock Bonyman (BS)
Abigail Jane Boyle (BA)
Madelyn Paige Brooks (BS)
Aiyana Brough (BS)
Lucas J Burson (BA)
Sarah Sinclair Carroll (BS)
Heather Caruso (BA)
Connor Gardner Cherry (BS)
Brian John Clement (BA)
Shannon Corbett (BA)
William Daniel Demers (BS)
Bryan Edward Domprous (BS)
Makayla Shae Edgecomb (BS)
Breanna Rose Estey (BA)
Abigail Katherine Faletra (BS)
Angelina L Fendiana (BS)
Patrick Castilio Fleming (BS)
Tucker Nigel Fortune (BS)
Justin Andrew Leo Gagne (BSCIVE)
Lilia Jeanne Gardner (BS)
Cameron Gavin (BSCENG)
Kasey Elizabeth Gossom (BA)
Patrick James Gunter (BSCIVE)
Dylan C Haus (BS)
Chelsey Anna Hayes-Marino (MS)
Jason Valentino Hutomo (BS)
Hannah Nicole Jelley (BS)
Christopher Michael Johnson (BS)
Sebastian Gilbert Karas (BS)

Summa Cum Laude

Cum Laude

Summa Cum Laude

Magna Cum Laude
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Dover
Philip J Keefe (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Meghan Sayuri King (BS)
Corey Daniel Kurylo (BA)
Jonathan Kustina (MS)
Nicholas Anthony La Manna (MS)
Alexia Kaylee Leonard (BS)
Isaac P Leslie (BA)
Faith Sophie Limbat (BS)
Uyen Minh Ly (BS)
Alexandra Lillian MacVittle (MA)
Heidi Elaine MacVittle (MS)
Daniel Jameson Malzahn (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Anastasia Vadimovna Marchuk (BSPHYS)  Cum Laude
Nicholas McCosh (BA)
Nora Christine McElroy (MSW)
Elizabeth Kristine Menard (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Sophie Ann Mollitoris (BS)
Madison Elizabeth Montgomery (BS)
Rachael Emily Morong (BA)  Magna Cum Laude
Christopher Edward Mudrick (BS)
Lucas B Nering (BA)  Cum Laude
Hannah Isabelle O’connor (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Kherlen Oyunbaatar (BSBE)
Reuben Delano Pandeiro (BA)  Magna Cum Laude
Madison Leeann Parker (BS)
Kevin J. Pietro (PHD)
Levi H Poland (BSEE)
Jessica Jeanine Roselund (MED)
Michael R. Routhier (PHD)
Maia Kathrynn Ryan (MED)
Sara Savelli (MBA)
Akhtar Shojaei Ardakani (PHD)
Ashley Louise Smith (BA)
Amanda Temple Sophinos (MBA)
Charles J Stumpf (BA)

Durham

Brianna Marie Albano (BS)
Fiona Jane Beaver (BA)
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Durham

Shawn Charles Bedard (MS)
Kathryn Claire Bonica (BA)
Julianna Scott Caldicott (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Maxwell Adams Carpenter (BSME)
Hannah Thompson Carrico (MS)
Juliet Elizabeth Clark (BA)
Charlotte Clarke (BS)
Clay Berthold Courtmanche (BS) Cum Laude
Jacqueline Cozen (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Hannah Croasdale (BA) Summa Cum Laude
Xiang Cui (MS)
Bridget Danielson (BA) Cum Laude
Samuel Cooley Davies (BA)
Julia Stephana Denoia (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Caitlin Fletcher (MENG)
Alexa R Green (PHD)
Grace Raftis Henry (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Jessica Jin (BSME)
Delaney Mariah Kjendal (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Sanchari Kundu (MS)
Jake Christopher Lindsay (BS) Cum Laude
Benjamin MacKilop (MA)
Kelsey Marie McCrone (BS)
Madison Ann McCurdy (MS)
Ian William Moore (BS)
Eileen Elizabeth Murphy (BS)
Bhargavi Nimoji (BSCIVE) Summa Cum Laude
Tyler Williams O'Connell (BA)
Neel Peswani (MS)
Britney Nicole Rosello (BS)
Amelia Leigh Rowland (MS)
Madeline Grace Ryan (BS) Cum Laude
Joanna Springer Schembri (MED)
Zoe-Isis Michaela Tardiff (BS)
Daniel G Tauriello (MS)
Michela Maria Ur (MBA)
Spencer Michael Wiles (MA)

Farmington

Tessa Mae Baillargeon (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Ian Joshua Gutierrez (BS)
Mackenzie Rae Hill (BA)
Kylie Helen-Ruth Richardson (BS)
Isabella Hether Smith-Davenport (BS)
Alexandra Wilford (BS)

Lee

Christine Laura Bunyon (MS)
Clayton Thomas Daniels (BS)
Robert Portalupi Fletcher (BS) Magna Cum Laude
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Lee
Owen Patrick Hilyard (BSCS) Cum Laude
Alexandra Helen Muh (MED)
Hayden Noah Smith (BS)
Anna Ruth Sourdif (BA)
Ben Stone (BSIT)
Cameron St. Ours (BS)

Madbury
Michael Anthony Anderson (PHD)
Julian Cristopher Crawley (BA)
Isabelle Quicho Fradillada (MS)
Patricia H. Louis (BS) Cum Laude
Lauren Mae Reid (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Ashley Kendall Remick (BS) Summa Cum Laude

Milton
Adam Michael Taatjes (BSME)
Nellie Florence Teeling (MBA)

Milton Mills
Tiffany Alise Winter (MS)

New Durham
Olivia Claire Chasse (BA)

Rochester
Zander Glenn Allen (BS)
Tori Bird (MSW)
Ariana Lindsay Bregy (BS)
Thomas Carlton Carter (BSCHE)
Rileigh Elise Casey (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Cade Holmes Connelly (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Kealian Evan Craig (BS) Magna Cum Laude
Cody Garrott Crytzer (MS)
Alyssa Nicole Daigle (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Brayden Robert Danforth (BA)
Kaleb Chadwick Ducharme (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Alexa Rylie Gagne (MED)
Natalie Virginia Gauthier (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Michael Francis Givens (MPA)
Laura Halliday (BA)
Lela Mae Jones (BA) Magna Cum Laude
Farryn Nicole Leppanen (BS)
Amaya Rain Lewis (BA)
Jaxson Randall Libby (BS) Cum Laude
Kelsey M Lloyd (MED)
Paige Marie Marston (BS) Summa Cum Laude
Marlys Mason (MS)
Shauni Lee McGowan (MPP)
Shauni Lee McGowan (MS)
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Rochester
Chrystin Leigh Moquin (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Lauren Mary Noble (BS)
Stacey L Purslow (MA)
David Craig Reynolds (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Tyler J Ricard (BSME)  Cum Laude
Tucker Joseph White (BS)
Jalen Rosemarie Winfrey (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Marcella Moeresah Wondal (BS)  Summa Cum Laude

Rollinsford
Annie Ashton Montanus (BA)  Cum Laude

Somersworth
Alexis Leigh Boisvert (MAT)
Edwin Anthony Estevez (BS)  Cum Laude
Marc-Anthony Giudice (BA)  Summa Cum Laude
Ariana Michelle Goodrich (AAS)
Trevor Joseph Grenier (BA)
Addison Sophie Kennamer (MAT)
Nadia Keokominh (BS)
Erin JoAnn Killen (BS)
Adam J Lavoie (MPA)
Thomas Crocco LeHoullier (BSME)
Kaitlyn Marie McMullen (MA)
Tyler Henry Parent (MS)
Joshua Michael Pincince (BS)
Bethany Renee Reardon (MSW)
Korina Patricia Ricker (MBA)
Kathryn Linn Routhier (BA)
Gabrielle Natalia Suleiman (BA)  Magna Cum Laude
Grace Elinor Vachon (BS)  Summa Cum Laude

Strafford
Jacquelyn Beatty (BS)  Cum Laude
Suzannah Grace Buzzell (BS)  Magna Cum Laude
Luke Joseph Chalfour (BA)
Kalyn Mae Hamblet (BA)
Emilie R Leavitt (BSCENG)  Summa Cum Laude
Holly Jin Magowan (BS)
Kelsey Anne Pine (BS)  Summa Cum Laude
Alexander Searing (BSENSC)

Sunapee
Blaise Xavier O'mara (BSEE)  Summa Cum Laude